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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is written in two parts. Part I deals with the asymptotic integra- 
tions of functional differential equations, and Part II deals with the invariance 
of the essential spectra of ?zth order differential operators under certain 
classes of perturbations. Both parts depend on a result of Schgffer [14] 
(cf. [ll], 72.A and 72.C) to the effect that if there is an exponential dichotomy 
for the linear first order system y’ = A(t)y on t > 0, then the same is 
true for the system y’ = A(t)y + B(t)y providedthat 
lim+tup I”’ [ B(s)1 ds < E 
t 
for some small E = c[A(t)] > 0 (that is, BE M and 
II B lh = sgf (+l I WI ds 
is sufficiently small). 
In order to illustrate the type of results in Part I, consider the linear 
differential equation of order n = d + m, 
112-l d-l 
D”P(D)u + c &(t) Da+% + c q&) Dju = 0, 
k=O GO 
P-2) 
where D = d/d& 0 < d < z, and 
P(A) = h’” + cmmlA*+l + 0.. + co 
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is a polynomial with complex coefficients with no purely imaginary roots. 
A known theorem states that if tapli(t) ~1,~ and ~+~-j-lq~(t) E L1 for some 
a! >, 0 and if i is an integer 0 < i < d - 1, then (0.2) has a solution u = u(t) 
satisfying 
Dj(u - ti) = .(ti-j-a), or Djx = o(~‘-“-r:--” \ )ast-+x 
according as 0 <.j < d - 1 or d < j < n - 1; cf., e,g., Ref. [6, Theo- 
rem 17.3, p. 3161 (where the exponents in the error term are given incorrectly) 
and earlier references in [2] and [6] to results of B&her (n = 2), Dunkel, 
Ghizzetti, Faedo, Prodi, Hartman, and Wintner. The results obtained 
below imply, for example, that the condition on P,(E) can be weakened 
to a condition of the form (0.1). Conditions of this type have been used 
in the theory of asymptotic integration in Hartman [4]. Proofs below will 
depend on a variant of results of Hartman and Onuchic [S]. The results 
concerning n-th order equations will be given in Section 3. Section 1 contains 
definitions and preliminary material used in both Parts I and II, v,=h& 
Section 2 deals with theorems on the asymptotic integration of first order 
systems of functional differential equations, 
In Part II the concept of essential spectra is extended to ordinary dif- 
ferential operators acting between the Banach spaces I,P and LQ for 1 < p, 
Q < CO. Results are obtained concerning the invariance of the essential 
spectrum under perturbations by lower order ordinary differential operators. 
As an example of the main result of Part II, let 
(of) = f(“)(t) + ~,J(~-l)(t) + ..- + c,j(tj 
be a formal differential operator with c.~ a complex constant for i = 0, l,..,, 
n - 1. Let /3 be another formal differential operator, 
with b,(t) locally integrable on [O, co). A result of Balslev and Gamelin [1] 
states that if 
lim*zuP J- 
t-t1 
[ b,(s)[” ds = 0, for j = O,..., n - 1, (0.3) t 
then the essential spectra of T and r + fl are the same if 7 and 7 + fi are 
considered as operators on L”[O, 03). The results in Part II imply that 10.3) 
can be repIaced by 
lirn:up It*’ 1 bj(s)lp ds < 00, for j = l,...,n - 1, 
‘1 
lim+%up 1 ‘+l 1 bj(s)l ds = 0, for j = 0, I,...,?2 - 1. i + 
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The results of Part II rely on the previously mentioned result of Schafier 
and the concept of P-admissibility which was introduced by Hartman [5]. 
Section 1 contains definitions and preliminary results concerning differential 
operators. It will not be assumed that the coefficients of our differential 
operators are differentiable, however. Section 2 contains results similar 
to those of Rota [13] about extensions of operators. The main result of 
that section gives the connection between the essential spectra and the 
concept of P-admissibility. Section 3 contains the definition of the essential 
spectra and results concerning their properties along with the results con- 
cerning the invariance of the essential spectra under a class of perturbations 
of differential operators acting between Lp[O, co), LQ[O, cc), and LP(- 03, co), 
Ls(- co, co). These are then applied to obtain results about “Fuchsian” type 
operators acting on L*[l, co), Lp(O, 11, and Lp(O, co) in Section 4. 
The results of Part II concerning the invariance of the essential spectra 
generalize those of Balslev and Gamelin [I], since this invariance is obtained 
under perturbations which are not necessarily relatively compact with 
respect to the unperturbated operator. 
PART I. ASYMPTOTIC INTEGRATION 
1. Preliminuries 
Let x = (xi ,..., x.J E @” and / x 1 be any fixed norm on @. Let Ja = 
(t: t > a), and let Co = CO( Ja), Lp = Lp(J,), Lo” = Loa( or L1”,, = 
L&,( Ja) refer to either Ck-valued (1 < k < co) or matrix valued functions 
on Ja . Here LOm is the subspace of elements x ELM satisfying 
ess sup{/ x(t)/, t > T) -+ 0 as T -+ cc. 
The spaces Co, Lt,, are FrCchet spaces topologized by a family of semi-norms 
arising from the C O-, L1-norms on a < t < T, where T > a. Below 9?, 9 
denote Banach spaces (of equivalence classes) of c=“-valued (1 < k < 03) 
functions on Ja which are stronger than Lf,,, (in the sense that PA, 9 CL:,,, 
and the inclusion maps 9?, 3 -+ L& are continuous). Norms in a or L* 
will be denoted by Ij * (Ia or jj * jj2, . The norm in the Banach space @ n 9 
is max(lj . jla, jJ . ijg). Also 9 n Co is a FrCchet space topologized by the 
family of semi-norms max(lj . (iI, CO-norms on [u, T]). The meaning of 
98 n Co is cIear even though 9? may be a space of equivalence classes of 
functions. Other spaces of interest are M = M( Ja) and MO = A!&,( Ja), 
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Consider the homogeneous and inhomogeneous ditYerentia1 equations, 
x’ = A(tjx, U-1) 
x’ = A(t)x + g, (14 
where A(t) is an endomorphism on @” for t >, a, A EL& j and g EL&~ I 
By a 5%solution of Eqs. (1.1) or (1.2), we mean a solution x E 2. Denote 
by JVOs the set of initial points x(a) of ?&solutions of (1.1). Let FVIg be 
any complementary subspace of IV,,, in u?. Let PO3 be a projection of 6I=” 
onto lVsg annihilating Hi,, . 
We will now state the result of Schaffer referred to in the Introduction. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A(t), B(t) be loca@ integrable endmorphisms on CE 
for t > a. Assume that A possesses an exponential dichotomy. Then there is 
an E = E(A) > 0 swh that if B satisjies (0.1) with this E = E(A), then A + 23 
possesses an exponential dichotomy. 
A pair (8,s) of Banach spaces is called admissible (Massera and Schaffer 
[lo]; cf. [ll], Section 51) if, for each g E J% (1.2) has a B-solution. In this 
case, the closed graph theorem implies that there exist constants C, , K 
(depending only on A, 9, 9 and PO%) with the property that, if g E B and 
&, E TVs, , then (1.2) has a unique &&solution x satisfying 
(see Ref. [lo], p. 295). The following is contained in the proof of Theorem I. 1 
of Ref. [g]. 
LEMMA 1 .l. Let (W,9) be admissiblefor A, to E Wo9 , and 0 < x(t> E Lf,, . 
Then for T > a, there exist a consta~lt B, and a nondecreasing continuous 
function +(t) with c+.(O) = 0 (depending onZy on A, .%, g, and I%‘,,) such 
that if /I g j14 < r and 1 g(t)\ < h(t), then the unique G&solution x of (1.2) 
with P,,&a) 1 6 satisfies 
0.4) 
for a < s, t < T. 
In what follows, we assume the projection PQo, the constants Co and K 
in Eq. (1.3), and the functions A(t), 6, , and W=(t) are fixed. For p > 0, let 
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be the closed p-ball in 9, and 
Let So be the set of x(t) E CO satisfying Eq. (1.4) for every T > a, and let 
Szg be the closed convex subset 
of the space 9 n Co. Finally, let S,,&Cs), Sz9(Co) be the closures of S,, , SF9 
in the space Co. 
2. First Order Systems 
In this section, we give a variant of Theorem 1.1 of Ref. [8]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume (i) A EL:,, and (a, 9) is admissible for A, the 
projection PO,: C” -+ W,, , constants C, , K as above; (ii) co E Wo9 and 
r > 0, p > 0 satisfy Co 1 to 1 + Kr < p and 0 ,< h(t) EL& (and the sets 
SE9 C 9 n Co and Sz9(Co) C Co as above); and assume either that (iii) 
F: S,OB -+ 9 is a continuous map from S,O&CO) C Co to ~3 satisfying 
Ii~Mll~ 9 7 and i FLW G 44 (24 
for x E S~&C”) or that (iii*) F: e9 -+ 39 is a continuous map from A’& C 
9 n CO to 9 satisfying (2.1) and having a precompact range. Then the functional 
dzjsEerentia1 equation 
x’ = A(t)x + F[x] P-2) 
has at least one %solution for t > a, x E x9 with Po9x(a) = 4,. 
It follows that Theorem 2.1 remains true if (iii) or (iii*) is strengthened 
by replacing S~&CO), SE, by S,9(Co), S,,, , but it may be more convenient 
to deal with SE, which is precompact in CO. In applications of Theorem 2.1 
with condition (iii*), the difficulty is verifying that F(SE,) is precompact 
in B. This may be sometimes circumvented by factoring x w F[x] into 
.1c N G[x] t+ F[x], where the map x t+ G[x] E Co is continuous with pre- 
compact range and the map G[x] I-+F[x] E 9 has suitable continuity 
properties, cf. Section 4. 
Theorem 2.1 with condition (iii) is a generalization of Theorem 1.1 of 
Ref. [S] in which So, is replaced by S,,(CO) and F is of the form 
F[x](t) = f (t, x(t)) so that Eq. (2.2) 1 ‘s a differential (rather than a functional 
differential) equation. A generalization of Theorem 1.1 of Hartman and 
Onuchic [8] involving functionals has been used in Ref. [7]. The condition 
(iii*) seems novel. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1.1 of [S]. 
Let x E S~9(CO) [or SE,] and let y = Z[X] be the unique Z%solution of 
y’ = A(t)y + F[x] and P&3+) = &I9 (2.31 
SO that !j y 119 < C, j & / + Kr < p and y E S& (i The map Z: SE&Cc) 
[or Sz9] -+ g A CO is continuous for if y1 = Z[G], 3’” = Z[x2], then for 
T 3 a, 
(2.4) 
since y = 3J - 3~s is the unique B-solution of 37’ = A(t)y + F[x~] -FE”] 
and Posy(a) = 0. 
In case of assumption (iii), Z: S~&GO) -b Ca sends the compact convex 
set S$JC!O) C Co into itself (in fact into S&j and so, by TychonofYs theorem, 
has a fixed point x E‘ Sz,. In case of assumption (iii”), Z: Sz9 3 B i7 Co 
send the closed convex set S’& into itself. The range Z(g9) of Z is pre- 
compact in C’J n 9, sinceF(S$J is precompact in 9? and the map F[x] -+ y = 
Z[X] satisfies condition (2.4). Hence again by Tychonoff’s theorem, the 
results follow. This completes the proof. 
Often we are interested in the existence of an x E 9 satisfying the func- 
tional-differential equation in Eq. (2.2) for large t. Following the procedure 
in Ref. [X], we can obtain such existence theorems as corollaries of Theo- 
rem 2.1. Note that if to = 0, then the condition on Y, p in (ii) reduces to 
85 < p which holds if r is sufkiently small. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Asswze conditions (i), (ii) of Theorem 2.2 with to = 0. 
Let R > a befixed md hR(t) = 0 or 1 accord&g as a < t < R or R < t < cc. 
For x E S,&CO) [or S&j, let F[x](t) b e a QY-valued function s260% that (iii) 
[or (iii*)] of Th eorem 2.1 hold when the map x t-+ F[xJ is replaced by x t-+ &F[x]. 
Then 
x’ = A(t)x + hliF[x], and P,cj$c(a) f=: 0 G5) 
has at least one %soI~ltio~~ z E Spg. In p~rtic~~l~r, there exists art 3s E 23 
satisfying (2.2) for large t. 
We illustrate the use of Corollary 2.1 (or Theorem 1.1 of 181) with the 
following: 
COROLLARY 3.2. In the system of dz@re&ial equations 
Y’ = WY +M,Y> 4, I’ = @(t)x “+.f& y, 4, (2.6) 
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for y E F, x E Cd, let B(t), C(t) b e m >< m, d x d matrix ficnctions of class 
L:,, SUCK that (S?, 9) = (Ll, L1 n Lm) [or (Ll,Ll n Lo”)] is admissible fey 
B(t) and (g, 2) = (L1,Lom) is adrrzissibb for C(t). Let fl , fi be measzlrable 
on ja x U?i-d and contifmous with respect to (~1, 2) for almost al/ t E Ja z&h 
the properties that, fey (y, 2) E @~&+a, 
If& y, 41 G (?&l(t) + #a(t)) I y I + &3(t) I z I + v&(t), (2.7) 
where & > 0 satisflf $il , tGiy , z&4 ELI, +I2 cLOCC, and z,& ELM. Let Z, E @d 
be a constant satis@zg C(t)Z, ELM. Then (2.6) has a solution (y, 2) sattifying 
y(t) ELM n L” [OY Ll n Lam] and z(t) - Z, EL,,~. 
Remark. Note that Theorem 2.1 implies that the condition on B(t) 
holds if B(t) = B,, + B,(t), w ere B, is a constant matrix with charac- h 
teristic numbers having nonvanishing real parts and B, EL:,, satisfies a 
condition of the type (0.1) f or some sufficiently small E = E(B,,) > 0. The 
condition on C(t) holds, for example, if C(t) is of the same type, or C(t) = 0, 
or C(t) = t-lD,, where D, is a constant diagonal matrix. 
It is of interest to contrast the conditions on & in Corollary 2.2 with 
those in an analogous result, Lemma 4.3, [6, pp. 286-287-j, where B(t) 
is as described in the Remark; C(t) = 0; & = #i4 E 0; and, for example, 
& E M,, , z&. ELI for j = 1 and j = 3, while the conclusion is replaced 
by y EL,” and x - z, E L,m. 
Proof of Corollary 2.2. Without loss of generality, it can be assumed 
that 31 - 0, for otherwise replace z by z - z, . Let E > 0 and let y = EX, -cc - 
so that (2.6) becomes 
32’ = B(t)x + +(t, a, z), 2’ = C(t)x + f*(t, EX, x). 
Thus, in Eq. (2.7), $Jt) 1 y / = &(t) 1 x I and /i e&s Ija, = E)/ &s jjm is 
small if E > 0 is small. If E > 0 is sufficiently small, we can apply Corollary 
2.1, with the assumption (iii) in which x E Cl2 is replaced by (x, a) E Cnz+d, 
(3,9) = (Ll x L1, (L1 n La) x U) [or (L1 x L1, (L1 n Lam) x Ll), R a 
sufficiently large number, and F[x, x](t) = (8fl(t, EX, z), f,(t, EX, z)), 
3. Applications to n-th order Equations 
We shall apply the results of the last section to obtain the existence of 
solution of 
D’P(D)u + c pk(t) D”+% = f(t, 14, Dzc,..., Dn-k) 
k=O 
(3.1) 
where m + d = n > 0, having certain specified asymptotic behavior. We 
list some notation and assumptions to be employed. It will be supposed 
that a > 0 and Ja = {f: t > a} since factors of t-l occur. 
(Al) P(A) = P $ c~~-&~~--I + -** + co is a po~ynorn~~ with complex 
coefiicients with P(h) $I- 0 for purely imaginary h, m > 0, d > 0, n = an + d. 
The fictions pfE(b) E M for k = O,..., nz - 1, with 
(3.2) 
fig> z) is a complex-valued measurable function on Ja x @I?“, ~nti~uous 
with respect to x E @” for almost all t E Ja . 
(AZ) Let i, j be integers, 0 < i <j < d - 1 and z(t) = e# + a** + Q@ 
a polynomial with complex coefficients. Let y 2 d - i - 1 > 0 and for a 
complex-~alned faction X(L) ~22 n C?+1, define the ~~-valued functional 
G[x](t), where G = (G, ,... , G,-,) and G&](t) is given by 
G&](f) = ~k-~~t-~~{t)) for k = d ,..., R - 1, 
G&](t) = Gus - f is - tyf-*-et%+) aced - 1 - Ii)! 
for k = i,..., d - I, (3.3) 
J& < qJ and f 
cu A(t) dt < 60 for large R, (3.5) 
R 
ac~ordaig~~OOkKd-llord~k~~--l. 
PYOOT Consider (3.1) as a functional differential equation for kt’ E SD 
by putting t-‘~x = I%. Thus (3.1) can be written as 
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where qk(t) is a linear combination of functions of the form t-l,..., t-nt and 
pl,(t)P with a = 0, l,:.., wz - 1. Hence there is a constant C such that 
( q&)1 ds < c(R’ + n/r,). (3.8j 
Rewrite (3.7) as a first order system for y = (x, Dx,..., D*+lx), 
Y’ = WY + (O?..., 0m(t)>, (3.9) 
where B(t) is of the form in the Remark following Corollary 2.2 with B, 
a constant matrix such that y’ = Boy is equivalent to P(D)% = 0, and 
B,(t) the matrix in which the first m - 1 rows are zero and the last row is 
(770 I --41 I***, -q,,& Since the characteristic numbers of B, are the 
roots P(h), they have nonvanishing real parts. Hence we have an exponential 
dichotomy for the linear system y’ = Boy. By Theorem 1 .l, the same is 
true for the system y’ = B(t)y if lWRo < or for R large, where or depends 
only on P(h). In particular, (Ll, L1 n Loco) is admissible for B(t) if &Is, < ~r ; 
[ll], p. 237 (or cf., e.g., [6, pp. 477-4781). It is clear that n/r,, < <I for 
large R if hIR < e. = QC’-~ by Eq. (3.8) and, in what follows, we assume 
this to be the case. 
Let 9 be the closed linear manifold in Ll n Lam consisting of P-valued 
functionsy = (x, Dx,..., D+%), where x(t) E Cm-2 and Dm-Q(t) is absolutely 
continuous. Let g be the closed linear manifold in L1 consisting of F-valued 
functions of the form (0, O,..., O,g(t)). Thus (g, g) is admissible for B(t) 
in Eq. (3.9). Fix a projection PO,: P + Us,, the constants Co , K, and 
the set So C Co belonging to Y = 11 A j/r , and the function X ELM. 
Write G[y], F[y] in place of G[,rl,F[x], wherey = (n, Dx,..., Dra-%). Note 
that S, can be identified with 
so that S’z9 C S,, C S, . It is easily seen that the map y t+ G[y] is con- 
tinuous from SE9 C 3 r\ CO into Co and, by ArzelB’s theorem, has a 
precompact range. (We might note that this range is not precompact if 
y E SzB is replaced by y E S,,g , because of the last component G+r[y] = 
Dn-l(t-“x(t)) of G[y].) 
It follows from the continuity assumption on f in (Al) and from Eq. (3.4) 
that F: Szg -+L1 is continuous and has precompact range, by virtue of 
Lebesgue’s majorized convergence theorem. Also hR(tj i %~l(t)l < 
hR(t) h(t) < x(f), II hRF[y]lh < r(R) < T, where r(R) = II hRy Ill - 0 as 
R + cc. Hence Theorem 3.1 follows from Corollary 2.1 with assumption 
(iii*). This completes the proof. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let 01 > 0, i a fixed integer, 0 f i < d - 1, y = 
d - i - 1 + LY and c a complex number. Assume (Al), Ma < er, for large R, 
and let 
n-1 d-l 
I f(t, $1 s tw> 4 #491L& I XL I + 1 Aw I % I + x(03 (3.10) 
j=O 
where & , x, & > 0 satisfy 
91 ELOgi alld &, + i td-l-jtm#j + '2' td-l-j#j + td-l-ii-wX ELI. (3.11) 
j=O j=i+l 
Then Eq. (3.1) has a solution u(t) satisfJ!ing Eq. (3.6) with n(t) = cti, that is, 
tk-+Dk(u - cti) ELM* fol- 0 < k < d - 1, and td-i-l+mDku E L1 n LDm for 
d<k<n-1. 
Note that co = l , y) is the number defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
If&(t) G 0, we can obtain Theorem 3.2 as a consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
The following proof uses Corollary 2.2 and the type of linear change of 
variables introduced in Hartman and Wintner [9] (cf. [S], or [6, pp. 307-3081). 
Proof. Let w be the d-vector (Da-%, Da-G,..., u) and v the m-vector 
y = (t-yDdu, D(FDG),..., Dm-l(t-~Ddu)). We can replace Eq. (3.1) by the 
first order system 
Y’ = B@)Y + (b., 0, yf), ‘WC = Jw + (t--Yy1 ) 0 ,...) O), 
where the entries of J are zero except for l’s on the subdiagonal and B(t) 
is the same as in Eq. (3.8). Make the change of variables zu = etJDo(t)x 
where Do(t) = diag(d,(t),..., d,(t)) and dk.(t) = F-7-l if k f d - i and 
dddi = 1. This leads to the system 
Y’ = B(t)y + (O,..., tyf), z’ = t-lD,x + t-:ylyo(t), 
where D, = diag(a, ?..., ad) a constant diagonal matrix with at - k - y - I 
if k # d - i and ad--i = 0, and ye(t) = (yol(t),..., yod(t)) with yor(t) = 
f-l)“,i(k - i)! if k # d - i and vodPi(t) = (-l)d-i-ltu. 
If CO below denotes a sufficiently large constant, then 
d--k+-1 
1 D”u \ < Cot-” C 1 yi / 
j=l 
for k = d,..., n -- 1 (3.13) 
and, according as 1 < k < d - i - 1 or d - i < k < d, 
or (3.14) 
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Consequently, in terms of y and x, Eqs. (4.10) gives 
d-l 
c P-y, + i 
k=i+l k=O 
,d-k-l+c&) 1 z 1 + ~d-i-l+~X~~ 
Thus, Corollary 2.2 is applicable if the system (3.12) is identified with 
(2.6). Let z, = (0, 0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,..., 0), where the 1 is in the (d - i)th place, 
so that t-lD,z, = 0 ELM, and let (y(t), z(t)) be the corresponding solution 
supplied by Corollary 2.2. Then y E L1 n Low implies that tyD% ELI n Low 
for d < k < n - 1; cf. (4.13). Also x - x, E Lo” implies that .PifffDku E Lo” 
for i + 1 < k < d - 1 by the first part of (3.14) and that FD”(u - cti) EL,,” 
for 0 < k < i. From tYDdu = td-i-l+uDdu E L1, it follows that t”-i+uDku E El 
for i + 1 < k < n - 1 and tk-i+mDti(u - ctij ~~~~ for 0 < k < i, cf. (3.3). 
This completes the proof. 
PART II. INVARIANCE OF THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRA 
1. Preliminaries 
Let a,(t),i = 0, I,..., n be measurable functions on an interval J. Assume 
that a,Jt) 5 0 for t E J and that (a%(t))-l and aj(t) for j = 0, l:..., n - 1 
are locally Lm and L1 on J, respectively. Define the formal differential 
operator r on J by 
Let T* be the operator defined on J by 
(off) = f (-l>i Di(aj(t)f(t)). 
i=O 
(l-2) 
Then T* is a “quasidifferential” operator. Let D[O?f = f, and D”Jf = 
an-f - D(D[j-llf) for j = l,..., n. Then T*f = D[“lf. 
For the rest of the paper p, Q will be real numbers satisfying 1 < p, 
4 < co. Let S$(T, p, 4) = (f~ Lp( J): Djf is absolutely continuous for 
j = 0 ,..., n - 1 and ~feLg(J)). Let go(~, p, 4) = (f E &(T,p, 4): f has 
compact support in /I. Let p*, q* denote the dual Holder indices of p, q, 
i.e., l/p + l/p* = l/q + l/q* = 1, and define 5SI(7*, q*,p*) as (fgL**: 
DriJf is absolutely continuous for j = O,..., n - 1 and D[“lf = r*f~Ln*(J)f. 
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Similarly 9a(r*‘, q*, p*) = (f~ g-(7*, q*, p*): f has compact support in J>. 
Let TI(7: p, q), T,,‘(T, p, q) be the operators from LP(J) to D(J) defined by 
Tl(TY PY df = ?f for f E gr(~,p, q), 
(1.3j 
To’(T, P, df = Tf for f E 9a(-r, p, q). 
Define TI(~*, q”, p*) and Ta’(7*, q*, p*) similarly. If no confusion arises 
the indices p, q will be omitted. 
The following theorem contains standard facts about the above operators. 
The theorem can be proved with standard methods such as those in [12]. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 7 be us in (1.1) and T* as in (1.2) with 1 <p, ‘2 < co, 
Then Tl(T) and T,(T*) are densely defked closed operators, while T,‘(T) afzd 
TV are densely defined closeable operators. In fact if To(~), T,(G) are the clo- 
sures of T,,‘(T), T;(G), then (a) T,(T, p, qj* = TI(7*, q”, p*j, (bj TI(7, A 4)” = 
T,,(T*, q*> p*), (c) T,,(T*, q”, P*)* = Tl(T, P, d, and (4 TI(T*, 4*> P”)* = 
T&T, P, d- 
DEFINITION 1.1. By an extension T of 7 with domain 9(T) we mean a 
closed linear operator T from LD(J) to L*(J) satisfying T,(T) C T C T,(T). 
The following is an obvious result from the definition. 
LEmuA 1.1. If ~JT) is given the grapk nom, then there is a l-l corre- 
spondence between closed subspaces 9? of 91(T) which contain go(T) and extensions 
OfT. 
2. Dzflerential Operators with Closed Range 
Let X be a Banach space and 2 a linear manifold. Denote by Zl the 
subspace ff E X*: f jz = 01 of X*. Let N(T), R(T) denote the null space, 
range of an operator T from one Banach space to another. The next theorem 
is well known and will be used several times. For a proof, see for example 131. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, T: X ->- Y a closed densely 
defned operator. Then the follomkg aYe equivalent: (a) R(T) is closed; (b) 
R(T*) is closed; (c) R(T*j = N(T)l; (d) R(T) = AT(T 
The next two theorems give a characterization of differential operators 
with closed range which are important for applications later. The first 
follows by standard results about operators with closed range; cf. Lemma 3.4 
of Ref. [13]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let T be as in (1.1) and 1 <p> q < CC. Let J = fi u JI! 
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where J1 and Jz are intervals such that J1 n JZ is a single point. Then T,,(T) 
dejned as an operator from LP( J) to Lq( J) h as closed range q and only if T,,(T) 
dejked as an operator from LP( Ji) to Lq( Ji) has closed range for i -h 1,2. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 7 be as in (1.1) and 1 < p, q < CO. Then the following 
are equivaZe?zt: (a) R( T,,(T)) is closed; (b) all extensions of r haae closed yange; 
(c) 7 has an extension with closed range. Furthermore zjc J co?ztains one of its 
endpoints, then arzother equivalent condition is (d) R( T,(T)) = Lq( J). 
The proof follows from the following lemmas. 
LEMhlA 2.1. If J contains one of its endpoints, then 
W”o(4 = W”,(T*)) = W- 
LEMMA 2.2. If T is an extension of 7 and R(T) is closed, then the factor 
space &(~)/9( T) is finite dimensional. 
LEMMA 2.3. If T is an extension of 7 and R(T) is closed, then R(T,(T)) is 
closed. 
We first use these lemmas to give the following 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. (a) implies (b) by Lemma 2.2. (b) implies (c) 
clearly, and (c) implies (a) by Lemma 2.3. All that remains to be shown 
is that if J contains an endpoint, then (b) implies (d). Note that R(TI(7)) = 
N(TI(7*)*)I = N(T,(T))-‘- = {O}l- by Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.1. Hence 
W,(T)) = -WJ). 
Now we will present the proofs of the lemmas. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. This follows from the uniqueness of solutions of 
the initial value problem for first order systems of quasi-differential equations; 
cf. [12, p. 541. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. The factor space Lq( J)/R( T) has the same dimension 
as R( T)l if either is finite dimensional. But R( T)l = iV( T*) by Theorem 2.1. 
Now consider the mapping induced by T,(T) from gI(7)/9(T) + N(T,(r)) 
into Lp( J)/R(T). It is easily seen that this mapping is l-l. Hence 
dim 9r(~)/9( T) < CO. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let T be an extension of 7 with closed range. Hence 
T,(T) C T C T,(T). It then follows that T,,(T*) C T* C T&T*). Hence, from 
Theorem 2.1, if R(T,(7*)) is closed, then R(T,(T)) is closed. By an argument 
similar to that in the proof of Lemma 2.2, it can be shown that the factor 
space ~,(T*)/Q(T*) fi t d is ni e imensional. Hence R(T,(T*)) is closed. 
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3. Invariance of the Esserztial Spectra 
DEFINITION 3.1. For 7 as in (1.1) and 1 <p, q < co, the essential 
resolvent is defined by ~~(7, p, q) = (h E 63: I?(T,(T - X)) is closed). The 
essential spectrum is defined by o@(T, p, q) = @/P~(+, p, g). 
Again when no confusion arises, the indices p, y will be omitted. The 
following theorem follows from Section 2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T be as in (1.1) and 1 < p, q < 0~. Then (a) h E P,(T) 
<f arzd only if 7 - X has an extension witlz closed range, (b) if J contains an 
endpoint, then h E ~JT) if and only ;f R(T,(T - X}) = L*(J), (c) X E p,(7) if 
and Ofzly if x c &(T*). 
For the rest of this section unless otherwise specified J is the half line 
(t: t > a). If an(tj z 1 we have by Theorem 3.1 that h E &(T) if and only 
if (Ln,L*) is P-admissible for the system associated with 7 - h (i.e., for 
every g ELq, (T - h)u = g h as an D-solution); cf. Ref. [5]. The following 
theorem is due to Hartman [5], cf. Ref. [6, p. 4821. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 1 < p, q < co and 7 as in (1.1) with a,(t) = 1 WE 1. 
Let Y be a real nunzber with Y >, q > 1 and assume that 
aj(t) dlJ(J) for j = 0, l,..., n - 1, 
1 ai(t)lT E M(J) for i = l,..., n - 1, 
(3.1) 
(Here, ijcr = co, (3.1) means ai is bounded on J.) Let (Lq, LP) be P-admissible 
for the associated system. Then W, = {(u(a),..., un-l(d): 7% = 0 a.& u ELP] 
induces an exponential dichotom;y for tlze associated system. 
The following lemma will be needed. It follows directly from results 
of Massera and Schaffer; cf. Ref. [Ill, Theorems 64.B and 64.C on p. 189. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A(t) b e a locally integrable endomorphism on C” with 
A E M(J). Then (a) A p assesses an exponential dichotomy if (Ls, Ln) is admissible 
for A for some 1 < y < p < CCI; (b) (Lg, LP) is adnzissible for A for alf 
1 < q < p < 00 if A possesses an exponential dichotomy; (c) (LQ, Lp) is not 
admissible for A if 1 < p < q < CXJ. 
As a direct corollary of Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2, and Lemma 3.1 
we have the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let T be as in Eq. (1.1) and let Eq, (3.19 holdfor some r, 
1 < r < 00. The?z(a)p,(~,p, q) d oes not depend on ( p, q) fop 1 < q < p < GD, 
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q < J-, and ~~(7, P, 4)1 P&T, 7p> for y -C 4 < P < w (b) P&T, P, a> is 
emptl)for 1 < p < q d Y, and p,(~, p, q) C o,(T, Y, ~)for 1 < p < q, q > r. 
We now have the following corollary giving sufficient conditions for 
pe(7,p, q) to be an open set. 
COROLLARY 3. I. Let the conditions of Theorem 3.3 be satisfied and 
1 < q < r. Then p@(r) p, q) is an open set. 
Proof. For 1 < p < q < Y, ~~(7, p, q) is empty. For 1 < q < p and 
q < Y we have ~~(7, p, q) = ~~(7, Y, r) hence is an open set by standard 
theorems. 
Remark. If aj(t) EL”(J) for j = l,..., n - 1 we have that pe(~,p, q) 
is empty for 1 < p < q < co and, for 1 < q ,( p < CO, pe(-r, p, q) is the 
same as the essential resolvent calculated on the Hilbert space L2(J). 
We are now ready for the main result regarding invariance of the essential 
spectra under perturbations by lower order operators. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let S- be as ila (l.l), 1 < q ,< p < CO, and let Eq. (3.1) 
hold for r = q. In the differential operator 
a-1 
assume that 
and 
w’fiw = Jl& b,(t) W(t) 
b,(t) E A!&,(/) for j = O,..., n - 1 
I bj(t>l” E MU> for j = I,...,?2 - 1. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Then u,(T~ P, q) = 47 + 8, P, 4). 
Remark. If the last part of Eq. (3.3) . IS omitted, the proof shows that 
%(T, P, 4) 3 U,(T + BY P, 4). 
Remark. If p = q Theorem 3 of Ref. [l] shows that if B, is the maximal 
operator associated with p, then B, need not be compact with respect to Tl . 
Proof. Let h c-p&-r). Then (L*, 0) is admissible for the system associated 
with (T - A). By Theorem 3.2, Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 1.1 of Part I, 
(L*, Lp) is admissible for the system associated with (T + p - A). Hence 
PdT) CP& + 8). 'rh e reverse inclusion follows similarly. 
Using Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.4 we have the following result regarding 
differential operators on the entire line. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let I < q <p < ‘x)? J = (-co, 00) and 7, P as in 
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Theorem 3.4, where “t + 00” is replaced by “1 t j --t co” in the definition 
of M(J) and A&,(J). Then (~~(7, p q) = U,(T -+ p, p, 4). 
4. Pe&urbations of L’Fuchsian” Type operators 
The results of this section depend on those of Section 3 and a change 
of variables considered by Balslev and Gamelin [I]. For f ~Lp[l, CO), let 
(nf)(s) = es’y(es), 0 < s < co. Then rr is an isometric isomorphism of 
L*[l, a) andL”[O, co). The inverse is given byf(t) = (&g)(t) = t-liPg(log t), 
I < t < co. It can easily be verified that 
where D, , D, are differentation with respect to t, s. We now have the following 
result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 1 < p < co, 7 as in (1.1) zi;ith a&t) = t” and aj(t) 
satisf?‘ing 
lim..zup J”” 1 aj(s)\” s-fn-l ds < a, t (4.2) 
where a > 1 and j = Cl,..., n - 1. Let /3 be as in Eq. (3.2) with b,(t) satisfying 
Eq. (4.2) and 
lim sup 
s 
art 
t-m 
[ b&)1 s-f-1 ds = 0 
t 
(4.3) 
for j = 0, I,..., n - 1 aad some LX > 1. Then G,(T) = O& + ,&I) if 7, T + j3 
are considered as operators on LP[l, co). 
Proof. Since the essential spectra is invariant under isometric iso- 
morphisms, we need only consider the operator 717 defined on Ls[O, CD)). 
By Eqs. (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3), the result follows from Theorem 3.4. This 
completes the proof. 
The mapping ?T also establishes an isometric isomorphism of LP(O, l] 
and L*(-co, O] and of LI’(O, 03) and Lp(---co, cc). The next two theorems 
follow from Section 3 and an argument similar to that in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 1 < p < cn and T, /3 as in Theorem 4.1. dssulne that 
aj(t) satisfies Eq. (4.2) and b,(t) satis$es Eq. (4.3) with “t + 00” Feplaced 
by ‘2 + 0” for j = 0, l,..., n - 1. Thelz U,(T) = CJ,(T + /I), ij T and 7 + /3 
me considered as operators on Lp(O, 11. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Let 1 < p < co and r, /3 as in Theorem 4.1. Assume that 
aj(t) sat&--es Eq. (4.2) and bj(t) satis$es Eq. (4.3) with “t +- 03” replaced by 
“t -+ co and t + 0” for j = 0, I,..., n - 1. Then U,(T) = oe(7 + /3), if 
r, T + /I are considered as operators on Lp(O, a~). 
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